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This is how we looked like when we graduated from high school in 1963. I’m here.
We had a reunion after 25 years, in which I also participated.

This is how we look like now, where all classes are placed on the college stairs.
I stand here.



This class 4RA as I went to. I stand here.

This is a class picture when we went in 3 RA.
I’m sitting here.

I and Anne Berit traveled to Bryne on Friday. We had 
booked at Jæren Hotell, located roughly in the center of 

Bryne. We were made very welcome by the hotel cat.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bryne
http://uk.hotels.com/hotel/details.html?tab=description&hotelId=257303&rooms[0].numberOfAdults=2&roomno=1&validate=false&previousDateful=false&reviewOrder=date_newest_first


It often sits on the red carpet outside the hotel entrance, 
and has a house in the corner where it often is.

We also had to have a picture of this fine old Citroen.

In the room there was a note on each bed with quotes from 
Arne Garborg, who is the writer of that area.

Above the bed were these cows and guarded.

This is the view from the window towards the center. This is the view of the old mill.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arne_Garborg


Friday evening some of us got together and reminisced 
about the “old days.” Bjørg had brought pictures of us 
from that time. We see from left Bjørg, George, Peter, 

Ordin, Carole and Almer.

Eirik, Oddvar, Kristen and Nils.

Ordin, Oddvar and Almer.

Hans, Eirik and Oddvar. 
Below some pictures before the picture on the college 

stairs were taken.



After we had taken pictures on the college stairs, it was 
lunch at “the high house”. Before we ate, we were right up 

at the top and looked over Bryne. This is the center.

This is Frøylandsvatnet.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fr%C3%B8ylandsvatnet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bryne


While we ate lunch in “the high house”, Anne Berit went 
for a walk around Bryne. This is a part of the hotel.

The neighbor house.

Here we can see “the high house”, where we had lunch. On the bridge over the Mill Dam is a good view

View down to the mill.

Here is a poster with some information about Fritz Roed 
and the Sculpture Park

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fritz_R%C3%B8ed


A small Sunday princess.



Memento Mori.

The Jester Family. The Centaur Leap.



Clown.

Arne Garborg is watching it all. The island.

Idyll. Step stones.





This birch I think is getting enough water.

The ducks also seem to have a good time.



A Black Swan.

It has a fine red beak.

This is a quote from Garborg hanging on the wall in the 
hallway.

The buffet breakfast. It is among the richest we’ve ever 
seen.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Swan


One of the staff. She had a sense of humor.
A huge plus.

I’m looking a bit serious after the big celebration.

We were visited by Eirik. It was nice. Nicely decorated breakfast table. Note that the base is a 
slate roofing sheet. This is history. Most people use 

concrete roofing tiles today.

At the reception there are cushions covered with cowhide. The bar counter.



I say “good by” to the hotel cat. Here it has gone into his house.


